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mo-mo-mohair
by suzanne middlebrooks

Mohair is a perfect fiber -  It’s warm, light and soft, plus it lends a bit of 
elegence to any outfit! These two super simple scarves let the mohair yarns 
do the talking. And using these brushed yarns in the weft but not the warp 
means they will still be an easy weave that is beginner friendly but with a look 
that will make you feel like a seasoned pro!



finished dimensions - scarf A
11.5" wide x 74" long, excluding fringe and after 
finishing.
approximately 12" wide x 108" long, on loom.

yarn
Brooklyn Tweed Peerie
(100% Merino Wool; 210 yds / 50 g)
 2 skeins, shown in Mesa
Katia Ingenua Moda
(78% Mohair, 13% Polyamide, 9% Virgin Wool; 
 153 yd / 50 g)
 1 ball, shown in color 101

equipment
12" or wider rigid heddle loom
10 dent heddle
stick shuttle

notions
waste yarn

finished dimensions - scarf B
12.5” wide x 90” long, excluding fringe and after 
finishing.
approximately 13.75” wide x 108” long, on loom.

yarn
Lang Aymara
(40% Superfine Alpaca, 30% Fine Merino Wool, 
 30% Lyocell; 135 m / 50 g)
 3 balls, shown in color 33
Lang Mohair Luxe
(77% Mohair 23% silk; 323 yd / 50 g)
 1 ball, shown in color 67

equipment
14” or wider rigid heddle loom
8 dent heddle
two stick shuttles 

notions
waste yarn, tapestry needle for hemstitching.
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directions - scarf A
Warping
Set your warping peg approximately 108” from the 
back of your loom and direct warp 12” wide using the 
Brooklyn Tweed Peerie yarn.

The completed warp will be 120 ends / 60 loops 
wide.

Weaving
Weave 1- 2” of waste yarn before continuing in plain 
weave with working yarn.

Weave using Katia Ingenua Moda until all of the yarn 
is used. End by weaving 1-2” of waste yarn before 
cutting off the loom.

Finishing
Using a fringe twister, or twisitng by hand, twist the 
fringe along both ends in bundles of 6 ends each ( 
twist a pair of 3 ends each then allow to ply back on 
each other). 

Gently handwash scarf and lay flat to nearly dry. Fluff 
in the dryer on low for 2-5minutes, taking care to 
check the scarf frequently. Steam press with an iron 
and trim fringes even.
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directions - scarf B
Warping
Set your warping peg approximately 108" from the 
back of your loom and direct warp 12" wide using 
the Lang Aymara yarn.

The completed warp will be 120 ends / 60 loops 
wide.

Weaving
Weave 1- 2” of waste yarn before continuing in plain 
weave with working yarn.

Leaving a long tain for hemstitching,** weave 7 picks 
using your warp yarn. Work your hemstitching on the 
loom over 3 ends and 2 picks.

Continue in plain weave using Lang Mohair Luxe 
until all of the yarn is used*. 

Weave 7 picks using your warp yarn, then work your 
hemstitching** on the loom working over 3 ends and 
in 2 picks.

*when winding the Lang Mohair Luxe onto your stick 
shuttles, wind half onto one shuttle and then half 
onto a second shuttle and begin weaving with the 
second shuttle first. This will preserve the gradient 
effect as you weave. 

**If you have not worked hemstitching before you can 
watch our video on youtube: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=cd9dl72-x0Y

Finishing
Gently handwash scarf and lay flat to nearly dry. Fluff 
in the dryer on low for 2-5minutes, taking care to 
check the scarf frequently. Steam press with an iron 
and trim fringes even.


